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ASUPS plans budget changes, increasing fees
> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT
The Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound
is currently working on a proposal which, if enacted, would
increase student government fees, cut the annual contingency
fund and use money from the reserve accounts.
ASUPS President David Bahar and ASUPS Director of
Business Services Elliot Pemberton presented a proposal to
increase the student government fee by $22 per student to the
Budget Task Force in mid-October. From the $22, $2 would
go to clubs and organizations, for a total of approximately
$5,000; $15 would got to programmers, for a total of approximately $36,000; and $5 would go to a scholarship account for
a total of approximately $12,500. The scholarship account
would be managed by an ASUPS committee, and the ASUPS
Retention Scholarship would only go to those who need financial aid to continue attending the University.
Senate Chair Chris Abbott, a junior, supports the increase
because "it is a small increase compared to the tuition itself
and because it could produce good benefits for programs and

entertainment brought to the campus since we are working off
a 1997-level budget and not a 2001 level."
In their proposal, Bahar and Pemberton said some other
reasons for the increase are that the current budget is insufficient to meet the needs of ASUPS media, programmers and
clubs and organizations, salary increases since 1997-1998 have
been absorbed without corresponding fee increases and overall enrollment has decreased since 1997-1998.
The Budget Task Force has not made a decision on the
proposal.
"We have not received word from the adminstration," Bahar
said. "They may decide to give a $17 increase, but who knows
at this point?"
Last year ASUPS asked for a $5 increase in the student
government fee, but that proposal failed. One reason ASUPS
hasn't received the fee increase that it desired in the past was
due to the two large reserve accounts that ASUPS has, Bahar
said. The capital reserve, where capital expenditures come
from, has collected about $120,000 due to surpluses and the
Contingency Reserve, the annual reserve account created in

case of overspending, has about $20,000 in it.
Because of this, the executive branch has also led a push to
spending the funds contained in the reserve accounts.
"They have been mismanaged year after year. Because of
University policy, we can't do anything with the money; it just
sits there not collecting any interest," ASUPS Vice President
Trina Olson said. "We aren't spending for the sake of spending. There is a real need for certain . things. The computers
have not been replaced since 1996, so people couldn't film :
tion right."
This summer ASUPS used about $20,000 from the reserve
accounts for technology replacement and about $10,000 for
furnishment of the new Media House. This bought computers
for The Trail and also replaced broken down equipment in the
ASUPS office.
The money in the accounts cannot be used regularly because "there is a presumption against it and because both the
finance committee and Senate must approve it, so a $150,000
account is hard to deliberately use unless we accidentally spend

Please see BUDGET, page 2

Employees seek
increased benefits
> BY KATE LEVIN

tatmgret

Dramatic increases in medical insurance costs have left
many UPS employees angry and bitter.
Word of this rate increase came in the fall of 2000, and
when the University learned that costs would continue to grow
this fall, President Susan Resneck Pierce devised a plan.
A "Benefits Task Force" made up of UPS employees and
students was created last spring to investigate soaring health
care costs. The group worked to devise plans to cut costs as
much as possible for all UPS employees.
After careful consideration, the task force recommended
that the University provide a fixed health care allowance for
all staff and faculty
on campus. Their
plan gives employees a certain allowance to enroll in a
University-sponsored medical
plan. Those who
choose a different
medical plan receive 10 percent
less.
The extra 10
percent of the
funds is placed
into an account to
be used to help individual faculty
and staff who face
a financial hardUniversity
ship in paying for
employee
their medical insurance.
One member of
the task force, Director of Human Resources Rosa Beth Gibson, said that while
the University cannot influence medical trends, she feels that
it "has done a good job of thoughtfully considering the issues
and responding as best as the University could."
Many employees do not feel the same way. A number of
faculty and staff have become frustrated with the University's
efforts. One employee, who asked to remain anonymous, said
that this frustration "is no secret. The staff here and the faculty
in recent years have become very discouraged with some mem-
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80s MAKEOVER MADNESS — Students give 80s style makeovers as part of Homecoming week's festivities.

Homecoming brings UPS back to 80s
> BY CARLY KNEPPERS
The arrival of colder weather, shorter days and alumni
signaled the advent of this year's Homecoming week. This
year's theme was the 1980s decade, with different events
planned for each day.
Monday and Tuesday's events helped student relieve
pressures and violent tendencies with Gladiator jousting
and Bounce N Box, both which occurred in the Wheelock
Student Center.
Wednesday was makeover mania and Thursday was
Totally Trivia, where participants had to prove their knowl-

edge of the '80s. Friday was the school-wide foosball cornpetition, with the winner getting to take home a brand newfoosball table.
Finally on Saturday there was a spirit parade before the
Homecoming game versus Linfield. The Homecoming
court was crowned during half time, which included senior Homecoming King Scott McIntosh and Queen Beth
Campbell and court members Casey Unverzagt, Chris
Hlavaty, Risha Abe, Becky Bers and Kelli Kline.
The Homecoming game was followed by Songfest, an
annual karaoke tradition. Songfest kept with the '80s theme,
with renditions of Janet an_ d Michael Jackson and other
80s favorites.

We are treated
like non-entity ... I
feel for the most
part that we have
wasted a lot of
time and a lot of
energy on this. It's
like beating your
head against a
brick wall.

Please see EMPOYEES, page 3
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CRIMES Time commitment forces
ON

AMPUS
The following incidents were reported to Security Services between October 23, 2001 and October 29, 2001:
Oct. 23 @ 8:30 a.m.
A University staff member reported the theft of two VCRs from
the media area in the library.
Oct. 23 @ 10:30 a.m.
A student reported the theft of
some cash from her wallet. She
believes the theft occurred when
her wallet was unattended in the
Kittredge photo lab for a short period.
Oct. 28 @ 3:31 a.m.
A student reported a male she
did not recognize entered her
University residence without permission. The student and her
roommate were awakened to the
sound of someone coming in the
front door of the house. They investigated and encountered the
male, who they believe is a student, in their living room. The
male asked to use the bathroom.
Security responded immediately,
but the person had left the area
and could not be found. The students reported they had left both
exterior doors of the house unlocked.
Oct. 28 @ 1:37 a.m.
A student called Security to report witnessing individuals spray
paint graffiti on the north side of
the Gamma Phi house. The area
was checked and other damaged areas were discovered.
Oct. 29 @ 12:15 p.m.
A student reported his bicycle
was stolen from the breezeway
between Schiff and Harrington
Halls. He reported he last saw it
on Oct. 15, when he locked it to
the rack with a cable.

ASUPS senators to resign

Continued from page 1

are really involved, but it is a double-edged sword.
> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT
It's good because it allows them to bring differTwo more Associated Students of the Uni- ent points of view to Senate. It is unfortunate to
versity of Puget Sound senators resigned, bring- have lost them, but it is good to know that Senate
ing this year's total to five. Three had already is important enough to be a major time-commitresigned earlier in the year, two of which left to ment," Olson said. "It's a good move to make
study abroad, while the others where unable to Senate more proactive and more time consuming
because in the past it hasn't been."
continue in their term due to the time.
Both Bahar and Olson said they felt that SenSenator Ken Hartford, a senior, and Senator
Sarah Romano, a junior, most recently resigned ate has not been weakened due to the departure
of the five senators because of the number of
because they were unable to satisfy the time comnewly elected senators.
mitment that Senate has become.
"If there was conflict, it would be a large con"Senate has a large time commitment that I
cern of mine because
wasn't having time
you cannot function if
for, so I felt that
executive and legislasomeone else could
tive branches are at
do it better and
crossroads. It's not
should do it better,"
It is unfortunate to have
conducive to good
Hartford said. "I regovernment," Bahar
signed so that somelost them, but it is good to
said. "I would spend
one can give it what
know that Senate is importime to fix it, but no
it needs."
one has come to me
Greek Senator
tant enough to be a major
and said we have a
Ryan Sweeney left
time commitment.
problem."
earlier because "he
From three years
had long hours, four
—Trina Olson, of senate experience
or more at a 'stretch,
working as a manager
ASUPS Vice President Bahar learned that
"Senate has power
of The Cellar,"
and we need to listen
ASUPS President
to what they have to
David Bahar said.
say."
Senators Jennifer
"In the years after me, whoever is in my chair
Eidum and Cheri! Inouye both resigned at the
beginning of the school year to study abroad this will have a Senate to check him or her. One person should not have all the say," Bahar said.
semester.
The newly appointed senate chair, Chris
Three of the open senator positions were filled
in the recent elections, but the senior and junior Abbott, also feels it hasn't weakened Senate.
"I think that there have been some concrete
senator positions are still vacant since the resigexamples of new strong senators and that with
nations occurred after the election. These positions are likely to be filled within the next few good leadership things will go well," Abbott said.
Senator-at-Large Dave White, however, has
weeks either through a special election, a comvoiced some concern about the current Senate.
mittee or a presidential nomination by Bahar.
"Because of the way Senate has been weakBahar is currently in the process of interviewing students for the junior senator position, and ened by people leaving, by people not accepting
the Senate plans to discuss how the poSition of positions and by having only four senators who
have served their full term, it makes it difficult to
senior senator will be filled soon.
"On the one hand, it hurts us that they are butt heads against the administration when you
leaving us at this rate. Five in a semester is a lot, have no one backing you. It becomes a one-onone battle," White said.
but the reasons have been a good indication that
"There has been a power shift. The administhey resigned due to the long-term commitment
factor, which is a change from the past when tration has an edge in bringing dockets to Senate
because senators don't have the time to research
people stayed on and did nothing," Bahar said.
the dockets and people don't know how to vote.
ASUPS Vice President Trina Olson shares
There has been a lot of abstaining in voting, which
Bahar's opinion.
is hard."
"It's a cool thing that we have senators that
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outside of the budget," Abbott said. ,
Although there has not been a financial proposal that has completely failed
in Senate, "there is a divison about how
much of it should be spent," Senatorat-Large Dave White said. "Senate
would like to see more money go to
clubs and organizations, but proposals
for $200 to $300 chairs is too much."
The use of money from the reserve
accounts was part of the spending plan
brought to the Senate by the executive
branch; it passed and had only two senators consistently voting against it. One
of the Senate's concerns about opening
the reserve accounts was a "complete
inventory list and a long-term technological replacement plan," Abbott said.
A plan was put together by the executive, and it has been put into effect.
To reduce the amount of money sitting in reserve accounts, a proposal was
written to reduce the contingency reserve from 6 percent to 2 percent each
year. The 4 percent taken from the contingency fund is planned to go to the
media programs. The contingency fund
is currently $20,000 to $30,000 of the
annual budget, and what is left over is
rolled over to the next year into the
Capital Reserve account.
"We want to cut the contingency
fund to 2 percent to make sure less
money is rolled over to the next year
and there is more money to be used,"
Bahar said. "Two percent doesn't give
us a lot of breathing room, but it's
good for two reasons: there will be
more money to work with, and it will
ensure that future administrations are
more fiscally responsible. I don't
think this will be a problem because
we have never overspent."
With the extra money that ASUPS
hopes to get, it will try to better support clubs and organizations, concerts,
lectures, other forms of student entertainment, scholarships and more.
"All the money we get goes back
to the students. Everyone is affected
by the ASUPS organization," White
said.

WORLD NEWS

A pin to pop the UPS bubble
The war against terrorism...
The government warned that more terrorist attacks against the United States were
possible this week, although no other specifics were given. This is the second such
warning issued by the government. Although no attacks came after the first warning on Oct. 11, some officials believe that
heightened security and caution may have
helped prevent further attacks.
Air raids continue with intensity as American planes drop ammunitions along the
Northern Alliance's lines. The ammunitions
are part of a continuing effort to support
the rebel group that has been at war with
the Taliban regime for years. The supplies
are having a difficult time reaching the necessary locations of the front line, however,
as effective and modern transportation systems are virtually nonexistent
Intelligence material such as papers and
disks seized during American Army Ranger
ground operations did not reveal significant clues about the whereabouts of top
Taliban and Al Queda officials. With
Ramadan, the Muslim holy month, and
winter snows approaching quickly, some

of the U.S.-led alliance is eager to draw
operations to a close. Officials said, however, that operations were likely to take
years to quell the threat of terrorism.
Other news...
A New York hospital was closed after a
61-year-old woman who was in charge of
distributing supplies, including mail,
throughout the hospital was diagnosed with
inhalation anthrax. She remains in critical
condition.
-Two postal workers who reportedly
handled mail directed to Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle died of inhalation
anthrax.
Israeli troops remain in four Palestinian
villages despite U.S. pleas that they withdraw from the region immediately. Although Israel has withdrawn from at least
two villages, they are waiting for the Palestinians to meet some of their demands.
Additionally, the Israeli government feels
that a withdrawal might signal to the Palestinian leaders that attacks can be made
against the country without retribution.
—From CNN, The Economist and
The New York Times
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EMPLOYEES:
Unhappy with
current situation

Kt

Chemistry wizard puts on explosive show

Continued from page 1
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bers of the administration."
Under the insurance program, faculty and
staff members are to receive an allowance of
$225 per month to pay for medical and dental
insurance. The monthly insurance cost for a
single staff member is about $241 per month.
This means that the additional cost above the
allowance is only $18 per month.
But for an employee insuring not only himself or herself, but a spouse and children as
well, it could cost $200 or more above the $223
allowance. Maintenance employees cite the
case of one co-worker whose out-of-pocket insurance expense has risen from $39 to $389
per month.
Employees say a number of staff have had
to take second jobs to help pay for insurance
benefits.
Attempts at communication have had limited success. In addition to newsletters, a health
awareness day in which staff and faculty were
able to speak with insurance vendors and
health care specialists and an employee-wide
survey, the task force held a number of open
forums for staff and faculty.
Nevertheless, some employees feel their
voices have gone unheard. One employee, who
also wishes to remain anonymous, said the forums, led by Vice President of Finance Karen
Goldstein, have been a "stalling technique ...
to pacify us by allowing us to vent."
Tremendous increases in insurance costs
have taken place at universities and institutions everywhere. Beginning last April at
Harvard University, 26 students staged a threeweek sit-in to demand what is known as a "living wage" for many of the university's workers. This "living wage" movement is an attempt to help low-wage workers earn enough
to keep their families above the poverty line.
A number of faculty and staff here at UPS
feel that the administration has done little to
shelter its employees from the harm these increases in medical insurance have caused.
"The University has to understand that the
staff cannot absorb the increases we have instituted," said one Facilities Services worker,
who also wished to remain anonymous.
"People simply won't be a able to afford to
work here anymore."
Another employee said that the staff and,
to some extent, the faculty "are not listened
to. We are treated like a non-entity. We have a
staff senate and have made small steps, but I
feel for the most part that we have wasted a
lot of time and a lot of energy on this. It's like
beating your head against a brick wall."

Special
Egg Donor
Needed
If you are 21-33, 5'5-6'0
(wt proportionate), have
brown or blue eyes and
brown hair (curly or wavy
would be a plus), are in
excellent health and have
a healthy family history,
please help an infertile
couple longing to have a
baby by donating your
eggs. Transportation to
Seattle required. $2500
compensation.
Confidential.
206-285-4855
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CHEMISTRY AT ITS BEST — Professor Tim Hoyt, with a rainbow beard and dressed as a wizard, prepares a solution during the
Chemistry Magic Show. Throughout the show, the 'wizard' awed the audience with explosions and transforming solutions.

> BY CARLY KNEPPERS
A night of rainbow-hued flames and
deafening noises was enjoyed by UPS students and the Tacoma community alike.
The Chemistry Magic Show is put on
each October by wizard Tim Hoyt, a chemistry professor, who sports a rainbow-colored beard and voluminous robes. All the
experiments are concocted by selected
chemistry students and show the broad
range of amazing things that chemistry can

Sexual harassment report
disclosed to public
During the past year, two faculty members
have resigned and one has issued an apology
to two students for sexual harassment complaints, according to the Sexual Harassment
Advising Committee.
These incidents all occurred between the
dates of Sep. 1, 2000 and Aug. 31, 2001. The
first incident involved a complaint brought
against a staff member who already held a probationary appointment with the University.
The staff member has since left.
The second complaint, which was made by
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accomplish.
"It was a fun opportunity to translate what
I've learned in chemistry into something fun,
like turning copper into gold," student Daniece
Johnson said.
The demonstrations varied from shooting
soap columns to turning bubbles into flames,
showing this year's chemistry students' broad
range of creativity and the ability to create exciting "magic."
Because of its popularity in previous years,
the show was performed two times so more

people could enjoy the loud bangs and astonishing transformations.
In one trick, Hoyt lined up 10 members
of the audience. Each had a solution which,
when stirred, changed color one after another down the line, just by changing the
concentration of the solution.
The grand finale consisted of six balloons being set on fire, each one creating a
louder explosion than the previous one,
leaving everyone clapping or holding their
ringing ears.

two students about a faculty member who they
say initiated an inappropriate relationship, led
to the faculty member's resignation.
In the final incident, a faculty member
raised a question concerning a comment made
by another faculty member in front of two students. The employee made an apology to the
students a short time later and the case was
dropped.
The Sexual Harassment Advising Committee is a group of UPS staff and students committed to educating the UPS community about
sexual harassment. Most recently the committee has decided to bring an interactive tutorial
on sexual harassment to campus.
One goal of the committee is to make students feel comfortable about making harassment complaints. Faculty ombudsperson and
committee member Grace Kirchner feels that
students who bring up complaints "might find
out that it can be resolved in a way that is not
necessarily big and dramatic. The point is to
resolve complaints in ways that are satisfactory."
Kirchner said that she feels the University
has made speaking up about sexual harassment
"as easy as it possibly could be."

computer and then returns information to the
user's computer. It works like Eudora or
Microsoft Outlook, downloading messages to
the'user's screen from another location.
The University has used Webmail fot three
years. It was originally bought to address
maintenance and security issues: The previous service, Wing, needed constant work and
did not support encryption of e-mail messages.
The mail server it connects to is located in
the central Office of Information Systems offices. It has 36 gigabytes of hard disk space,
divided into nearly 4,500 user accounts. If
accounts are properly maintained and old mail
deleted, this is plenty of space. If the server
gets overloaded, however, mail services can
slow down or even stop altogether.
"The service takes a pretty big hit when
someone has too much e-mail, or when there's
a virus," Josh Phelps, server systems administrator for OIS, said.
This past month, the server was shut down
for several hours because there was not enough
disk space for it to function. There were a few
users who unknowingly were using huge
amounts of space for old e-mails they had
never deleted. These were moved to a different location, which freed enough space to resume mail service.
Earlier in the year, the entire campus was
at risk from the NIMDA virus, which duplicates itself in the form of mass e-mails
throughout the network. This also overloaded
the system, slowing down service until it was
removed.
"E-mail is a touchy thing. If people don't
have it, there's a problem," Phelps said.
OIS is currently testing the system prior to
making improvements in performance and
storage space and plans to make changes during winter break while people are not using
their accounts.

—Kate Levin

After initial virus threats,
Webmail system working fine
Monday, November 12, 2011
10:00am to 2:00pne
University of Puget Sound
Wheelock Student Center
Meet with
representatives from
the following law
schools:
Gonzaga University
Spokane, WA
Seattle University
Seattle, WA
University of
Washington
Seattle. WA
Willamette University
Salem, OR

Tuesday, November 13, 2001
10:00am to 2:00Pm
Pacific Lutheran University
Student Center
Tuesday, November 13.2001
5:00pm to 1:0011m
University of Washington,

Tacoma
WCG Atrium

In the months since the school year began,
many students have had questions about the
functionality of the Webmail system. While
there have been some problems with access
to e-mail, these were due to other services
within the network.
Webmail is a computer program that acts
as an interface to check e-mail. When a student or faculty member with a UPS e-mail account logs in to Webmail, it takes the login
information and sends it on to a mail server

•

—Joel Newman
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someone's frail cat was heroically rescued by the local fire department. Americans don't like to hear about the rest of
the world's problems. Perhaps it makes
it easier for us to continue our day-to-day
lives feeling that the major strain of our
century is the incredible amount of traffic that we have been dealing with in the
morning rush hours. It doesn't take a
rocket scientist to see that is not that big
of a deal in the grand scheme of things.
I'm also not very impressed with the
sudden patriotic zeal that our country has
presented itself with. If you have just recently decided that you should place a
flag on your car or in front of your house,
I say you're a joke. To suddenly wake up
after the tragic event such as this and think
that this flag will somehow account for
the years yoU didn't really care is absurd.
Over half our population doesn't even
feel the patriotic duty to vote. I view those
flags as a symbol of how willing we are
to simply accept what is handed to us.
The U.S. has one of the most unique
capabilities of putting together a mob.
Perhaps we should reflect on what the
Japanese met with during World War II.
The most destructive device ever used on
this planet was put to them because they

Patriotism misplaced
To the editor:
I cannot believe the state of affairs in
America today. For some reason, we feel
as a nation the need to abolish the beliefs that this country was founded on.
We obviously don't need liberty or due
process for those individuals who infect
our perfect country with their Middle
Eastern traditions or beliefs. Yes, this
country was founded by old white men,
but it was built by people from every
corner of the world.
It is ridiculous for someone of a
Middle Eastern descent to be afraid of
going outside, or of the looks people give
them. Americans really need to pull their
head out and take a look around. We as
a nation have been totally oblivious to
the rest of the world. Except, of course,
when our gas prices might rise by pennies at a time. Only then do we feel the
need to intervene and control the heathen that is the rest of the world.
If you question this negligence on the
behalf of the U.S., consider what was
on the news three months ago. Probably
nothing about the seemingly eternal civil
war in Africa. More than likely,
-

desired a conditional surrender. And let
us not forget that little internment camp
thing for Japanese Americans, which we
don't really like to talk about.
I think that we as Americans need to
recognize what we are doing, and
quesiton what we stand for. One cannot
claim to be a champion of democracy or
freedom and not feel somewhat strange
at the fact that we are bombing innocent
people. People who do desire a new system of government, and be rid of Osama
bin Laden. America must stop these obviously contradictory actions and become a symbol that the rest of the world
can look up to, not despise. America's
economic practices have gone on far too
long for the rest of the world not to notice, and sadly it is us, the citizens that
permit this to continue.
I implore you to be patriotic in the
true sense of the word. Become active in
politics, which can be as simple as voting. Take notice in world news, and our
nations action outside of our homeland.
And never take for granted the freedoms
we were entrusted with, practice them,
and above all, defend them.
Lander Yeoman
Freshman

TV deserves praise, not blame
> BY JOHN MOORE
The analogy between TV and drugs
is not new. The subsequent argument resulting from this analogy has been that
television, like a dangerous narcotic infecting our minds and feeding our addictions, should be turned off, if not destroyed. The analogy is correct, but the
argument is flawed.
TV is not similar to drugs. TV is a drug. In and of themselves, they are harmless. Their uses define.their value. Drugs
have medical and recreational uses. TV has educational and
entertaining uses. Opiates can get you high, or they can relieve suffering. TV shows can help you escape your world, or
they can make you more in touch with it.
Those with "Kill Your TV" bumper stickers have it wrong.
Just like drugs, TV is neutral. It is nothing more than an image
proje-tor. The images can be anything: good, bad, educational,
pornographic, whatever.
Increasingly, as our TV lineups prove, we seek escape from
reality rather than education when we turn on the TV. Educational TV is scarce, but comedy and, intrigue are abundant.
Primetime TV is all comedy and intrigue, and does nothing to
educate the viewers.
TV lineups are dictated by what people want. If we wanted
more educational TV, and were willing to sit through commercials to see it, that's what the networks would bring us.
But we are Americans, and as Americans we want fun. We
demand pure entertainment.
I almost always demand pure entertainment when I pick up

listen to KUPS online....
http://kups.ups.edunisten.htrni

N IIK TESLA BAND
@ Bob's Java Jive Tacoma's Coolest Club

1 ST SATURDAY
of each month
$2 cover

2ND 81 4Th
TUESDAY

of each month
volaitary demon appredated

all ages welcome during most of our shows

niktesla. corn
The World Famous Bob's Java Jive is
located at 2102 South Tacoma Way
253.475.9843

the remote. There is some worthwhile TV these days, but I
don't pay much attention to it. I'll watch PBS every once in
awhile, but usually when I sit down in front of the boob tube,
I'm looking for frivolous entertainment. I'm sorry, if it's between Blind Date and a history lesson on TLC, I'll take the
former every time.
That doesn't make me a bad person. The working man who
kicks back with a beer at the end of his day is no different than
the UPS student who takes in a little bit of the WB at the end
of their day. The student and the working man both just need a
little release, a little escape. Much of TV is mindless, but a
little mindlessness never hurt anyone.
Excess of mindlessness is a serious problem, just as an excess of alcohol is. TV watchers can abuse TV in the same way
that alcoholics abuse alcohol. TV and alcohol are not problems. The saturation and uses of them are.
Oftentimes our lives, our reality, feel meaningless. At the
punch of a button, we can tap into the lives of emergency room
doctors, witty and attractive couples or lesbian midgets. It just
depends which channel we decide to watch. We escape into
their lives, and for the moment, our troubles go away.
We look to TV as a substitute for a different reality than
our own. TV lives are more meaningful, or at least more interesting than our lives. That's why we watch them.
Life tends to be more interesting when you are intoxicated.
Things tend to be funnier, more relaxed and sometimes a little
trippy. That's why we take drugs.
This is the relationship we form with TV and drugs. We
look to them as substitutes for the dullness of everyday life.
They are cures for our sickness in a sense.
But they can make us even sicker. Just as the drug addict
becomes out of touch with reality, so too does the couch potato. Even "reality TV" is unreal. Life is not all sex, comedy
and intrigue, but TV leads you to believe otherwise, especially
if taken in excess.
The ideological attack on TV is as misguided as the war on
drugs. Both focus on the substance, instead of the substance's
users. The real questions go unasked. Why do college students
feel the need to get trashed? Why do more graphic shows receive higher ratings? Why do we take so many drugs and watch
so much TV?
We should be asking ourselves these questions instead of
pointing a finger. TV and drugs are not to blame. Our affinity
for drugs, and our preferences for TV, are shaped by society,
and it is society itself, not its products, which are at the heart
of the matter.
Getting high never did the world any good, and neither does
watching trash TV. Both are pretty fun though. However, the
dangers of TV and drugs exist right alongside their benefits.
Both their dangers and benefits must be recognized, so that
we can benefit from them without falling prey to them.

PHOTO
POLL
Is the freshman
15 real?
Erin Burns,
senior
"Who cares? It
doesn't matter what
you weigh, it just
shallow."

Brett Broek,
junior

"I believe in the
freshman 15 and then
five for every year
after that."

Amy Bechtel,
sophomore
"I have seen it
happen to people,
but I don't think it
happens as often as
people think."

Amelia Sattler,
freshman
"I believe in the
freshman 15.
People get overwhelmed and
they're too busy to
take care of
themselves."

Bev Bryant,
Student Development

"Yes, it also applies
to faculty and staff
That's why I go to
Weight Watchers!"

Survey Results:
Yes - 68%
No - 32%
200 students surveyed the week of Oct. 22
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Public genetic database feared to cost employees jobs
> BY CATHERINE CAMBRA

IIP

•

Currently, most companies don't require
their employees to submit to genetic testing,
but with the talk of national genetic databases
on the rise, people are
fearful that genetic tests
could be the employment screening of the future, and will subsequently cost many employees their jobs.
The technological advance of storing genetic information is rife with many benefits
and drawbacks. It is also apparent, however,
that the disadvantages of making genetic information public outweigh the advantages.
Because there is no single, comprehensive .
law protecting Americans' medical privacy,
and because instances of intrusions are already
rife in workplaces and health insurance, the
rampant, potential misuse of genetic information by employers and insurance companies
is a realistic possibility.
The potential misuse of making genetic
information public, particularly by employers
or insurance companies, seems to be the most
frightening possibility, as is the potential of
data being accessed by third parties and used

mercial storage. In this way, one could maintain access and control over one's DNA and it
could be done anonymously.
Tens of thousands of parents are already
keeping their kids' genetic information at
home. While this has the evident advantages
of equipping parents with their kids' genetic
information in the event that they are abducted
and need to be identified, there is a great p6ssibility that their child's genetic information
will be made public in medical records, and
thus he/she may face discrimination when he/
she applies for a job.
Furthermore, this doesn't take into account
the special concern of the consent of the child.
It's important to respect a person's autonomy.
If a young boy, for example, is susceptible of
inheriting a disease like Huntington's, he
would be deprived of the decision to find out
whether he inherited the gene or not.
I'm afraid that if we were to institutionalize genetic information databases so they can
become public information, insurance companies and employers will assume the liberty of
denying those with a propensity for particular
genetic disorders insurance coverage and employment, respectively.
For that reason, genetic information should
be kept private. Genetic databases are ultimately detrimental to society.

The FBI is also seeking to develop a standard
for discriminatory purposes.
national classification system and is helping
Furthermore, the intrusions on personal privacy involved in revealing genetic informa- states adopt the technology.
tion, the cost of screening and storing genetic
Undoubtedly, knowledge of genetic inforinformation, the lack of protection offered by
mation provides significant benefits and drawstate and federal lawsand the legal ramifica- backs. DNA identification is, after all, the only
tions of making genetic information privy to proof-positive form of identification. It is exthe public makes this practice incredibly in- tremely useful, for example, in reuniting partrusive. Privacy is one of the fundamental ents and children in the case of kidnappings,
rights of our society. Should genetic informa- accidents or natural disasters.
But while bringing
tion be made public,
everyone's privacy
perpetrators of violent
will be under assault.
offenses to justice is
Should genetic informa- highly valued, if a conPresently, datavict is later cleared of a
bases store genetic
tion be made public,
crime, his/her Fourth
information on either
everyone's privacy will
a voluntary basis, or
Amendment right will
in some cases, if
have been violated Furbe under assault.
someone is convicted
thermore, it is possible to
of a federal offense.
frame someone by leavIndeed, one could Aring DNA samples at
gue that we should
crime scenes, and it is
exploit the fact that
very costly for the govgenetic information could help convict crimi- ernment to store genetic information.
nals while excluding others from participatWhat really perturbs me is that today,
ing in the database program.
through the Internet, people have the option
California and Massachusetts are states that of purchasing a DNA Home Collection and
are considering plans to create a computerized
Storage Kit. This eliminates the expense and
genetic database using blood and saliva privacy issues associated with using a
samples of those convicted of violent crimes.
healthcare professional and the risks of corn-
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The Trail is currently looking for a dedicated
individual to fill the following position:
News writer
If interested, please contact us by e-mail or at trail@ups.edu. Include your
name, phone number and e-mail address.

recycle your
newspaper

EGG DONOR
NEEDED

gifi 0/c,.6/.
Your gift can make a dream
come true for a loving couple
who very much want to be
parents. We're hoping for a
healthy woman, 21-32,
blond with blue or green
eyes, 5'3-5'11, weight proportionate, with a healthy
family history. Must have reliable transportation to the
Seattle area. $2500 compensation provided for your time
and effort.

•

Fri and Sat: 7:00 pm & 9:30pm
Sun: 6pm & 8:30pm

2 MILLION INVESTORS.
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
1 WEIRD NAME.
TIAA-CREF has a long history of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.
Contact us for ideas, strategies, and, at the very least, proper pronunciation.

TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

If you can help, please call
Sharon @ 206-285-4855.

The Academy of Steve Curran Karate and Fitness

Aerobic Kickboxing
IREE
T-rhirt with
sign up!
TREE
trial clan!

Tanning
Managing money for people
with other things to think about"'

1.IREF
C

Weights
Karate

(253)759-42E2
3814 North 27th
Tacoma WA 98407

RETIREMENT

I

INSURANCE

I

MUTUAL FUNDS

I

COLLEGE SAVINGS

I

TRUSTS

I

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc., and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc., distribute
securities products. © 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association—College Retirement Equities Fund
(TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. 08/20.
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Commerce-driven dieting fails ultimate goals
the puget sound trail
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> BY AUREA ASTRO
"I am tat," thought
the cow.
Well, Bessy, you
ain't got nothing on me.
The mirror reveals
nothing but a gross collection of glucose and
lipids amassed into an
enormously flabby ball of flan-like material.
I'm a sausage, a blimp, a whale of a woman.
According to the commercial world, that is.
The running theme has been that unless us
women have the body weight of a paper clip,
we must channel the entirety of our potential
into competitive sumo wrestling or else be restricted from all public streets and sidewalks
lest they crack under our trod. Many have
chose the alternative, or what I call a "life of
lettuce." Such is our only option in a society
that loves strictly the rich, greedy and anorexic.
How many calories was that raisin? If I sit
up straight will I burn more fat? Can I find
true love despite my constant battle with the
bulge? According to "Friends," MTV and high
school, the answers would be 600; only if you
twiddle your fingers at the same time; and if
he or she is furry and drools, respectively.
But those ugly and wise like me understand
that it is anatomically impossible to achieve
the slenderness for which the commercial
realm has many people aspiring. Victoria's Secret supermodels may be the human clone of
a Barbie doll, but they're also synthetic humans bred in an underground reproduction
laboratory in Reykjavik.
Disheartened by the pressure Maxim
covergirls and catalogue models have purposely thrust upon my shoulders, my unexpected horizontal growth spurt in college has
made me incredibly image conscious. Each
glance in the mirror, each time I slide into my
pants, every rice grain spear with my fork
prong, this sarcastic little voice goes, "moo."
My most recent physical evaluation was

.
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equally distressing. The medical professionals defined me as being 5'8", 135 pounds with
tired kidneys, an overactive hypothalamus and
some rare venereal disease called Drosophiliapownow which would soon transform me into
a fruit fly. Yes, -as you may guess, I was
shocked and appalled to weigh 135 pounds. I
immediately confronted my physician.
"Doc! Will I be as huge as a hippo?" I cried,
concerned at the scale reading.
"No, a fruit fly," he corrected.
I was not appeased. "But Doc!" I
whined, "I'm fat!"
"Nonsense, dear," my doctor chuckled. "Everyone
has a little fluff here and
there," he quipped, pinching my waist.
Fluff? So apparently I'm
not a cow, or a hippo, only
an overstuffed chicken. But
I don't want the body of any
of these cursed barnyard animals, I want that of Carmen
Electra and Lucy Liu. I want
to be able to show off a sexy
washboard stomach, definable
hips and jutting cheek bones.
While I'm dreaming, I'd also
like larger breasts and a pony.
While waiting for the food
server to construct my taco salad last
month, a girl next to me grimaced and
exclaimed, "Oh my gawd, do you know
how bad those are for you?"
There was so much I wanted to tell her
thin bony frame, like how she had a lot of
nerve, how she probably couldn't bench press
a toothpick, how she was certainly bitter because she had never eaten an M&M in her life,
but I bit my tongue, realizing she'd probably
just blow away on the next windy day.
But who is farther ahead? Myself, indulging in a deep fried taco shell compliments of
heaven itself, or little Miss Muffet here living
off curds and whey?

It is my conviction that striving for such
impossible social standards through self-deprivation does not constitute true beauty.
This past summer, my zealous idealism
inspired me to try to achieve an hourglass figure by dropping 50 greenbacks on various
weight-loss items, throwing every Slim-Fast,
Ultra Slim-Fast, Slim Bar, Slim-down-tofucake and slimy seaweed salad into my grocery cart in the vain attempt to "lose weight
and feel great."
Hey, just shake
for breakfast, a
shake for lunch
and a reasonable
dinner and in
no time flat I'd
be the white
flame of
hot. In ad-

dition, I promised to shave off those few unnecessary fluff deposits from those few indiscreet sports by engaging in metabolism enhances under an overall diet.
What a disaster. Termocarb and Metabolite
sped up my metabolism sending me craving
for more of those creamy strawberry Slim-fast
shakes and flaky Nutri-Grain bars. These companies tell you that you'll never have to resort
to cabbage and carrots again, but they don't
tell you how not to consume four cans of Slimfast and half a box of harvest bars because they
taste so damn good. And then you buy more
in a self-defeating diet cycle.
So ditch the calorie count and revel in a
pastry, because dieting is a completely futile
effort. If you don't have a billboard body by
the second trimester, you'll never have one.
To those reluctant dieters still clinging to
that distant dream of posing nude in Paris, instead support your local bakery.

•
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Recent U.S. foreign policy continues to require scrutiny
> BY CHAI BLAIR-STAHN
Recent events may make people wonder why it seems the rest of the world•s
out to get the U.S. The U.S. often seems
like a target for bashing from much of
the world. It is most likely true that many
other nations and organizations dislike
us, but why? Is it simply because they
don't like what the U.S. stands for, or
could it be how we go about doing things in the world?
The U.S. always claims its actions are beneficial to others,
however, most of the time they result from self-interest and
greed. Are we sending food into Afghanistan because the health
and well-being of Afghanis is our main concern, or because
we are trying to buy them and gain their support? It is doubtful we are helping Afghanistan and others out of pure selflessness. Our foreign aid usually aids us more than anyone else.
Sending food into Afghanistan can be compared to not sending food into Iraq. Saddam Hussein, like Osama bin Laden, is
one of the government's worst enemies (despite the fact that
U.S. used to support him when he fought against Iran). Yet,
while we are shipping food and other supplies to Afghanistan,
we continue to hold economic sanctions on Iraq.
In addition, we even supported bin Laden when he fought
against the former Soviet Union. Instances of hypocrisy and
self-serving motives have occurred quite often in the history

or

of the United States. For example, the U.S. encouraged insur- ingless words and euphemisms.
Many problems, crises and wars could be prevented if we
rections in Panama against the Columbian government in the
early 1900s in order to take control and build the Panama Ca- would only respect other nations and leaders from the beginning. If the U.S. were a little more accepting, understanding
nal for its own uses.
Though the U.S. does do many things to benefit others, the
and humble, many wars and deaths could be prevented. Moreover, our own country's actions ofdownside is that none of these actions
ten lead to the deaths of its citizens
seem to be out of genuine altruism or
and the government doesn't seem
good will. What we do for others alIt is important for U.S. citito care. Could the reason that Bush
ways has a string attached. The U.S.
is so eager for war be that he knows
can't seem to understand why people
zens to be aware of the hy- he
is safe from harm and doesn't
around the world bash and profane
pocrisies of our governhave to do any physical fighting
it, but it almost seems deserved, to
some extent. I am not saying we dement... we don't want unbi- himself?
Surely many nations feel threatserve to be bombed or attacked, but
ened
by the power of the U.S. But
the anger isn't unwarranted. The U.S.
ased justive, we want things
just because we are powerful
put itself in a position of international
our way, the "right" way.
doesn't mean we should be bullies
criticism by becoming, self-righand impose our beliefs on others.
teously, the world's protector. PerWe invade the privacy of other nahaps if the U.S. showed the world the
tions and subvert their authority,
image it tries to show its own citiyet if they reciprocate, we retaliate. Maybe I'm an idealist,
zens, then we would all be a little happier and safer.
but the U.S. doesn't have to be treacherous to be powerful and
It is important for U.S. citizens to be aware of the hypocrisies of our government. We claim to value human rights and strong. We should adhere to our own morals and serve as an
example for other nations.
morals, yet we contradict our doctrines. We don't want unbiIt is still important to try to understand how the U.S. operased justice, we want things our way, the "right" way. If the
ates and how others feel. Understanding is a key element in
U.S. is going to be corrupt for its own benefit, then at least it
should be open and honest instead of masking it with mean- achieving what we need right now — peace.
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THE TRAIL'S EDITORIAL POLICY

The Trail encourages all readers to respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Articles
and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to edit
or refuse any letters that are submitted for publication. All letters must have a signature, full name and phone number
and are due no later than 6 p.m. Sundays. Letters may be dropped off in the envelope on the door to the Media House,
1302 N. Alder St., e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox 1095.
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Ballroom dance class provides fun
social and academic opportunity

S
of ballroom
Ever wondered what the difference
was between the Cha Cha and the
Rumba? Ever wondered what the
Rumba was? Well, now you can
wonder no more . . .

Bolero:

An expressive dance accentuated
by long, drawn out, grand movements. This
dance is highly dramatic, and is commonly
performed in competition.
musical examples: "Smooth Operator," "Wind
Beneath My Wings"

Cha Cha:

The Cha Cha is a quick
Latin dance counted in fives. Sometimes
expressed as "one, two, cha-cha-cha (right);
one, two, cha-cha-cha (left)."
musical examples: "La Bamba," "Pretty
Woman," "I Heard It Through the Grapevine," "Men In Black"

on each dance," she said. "If students are interested in a dance,
they should take private lessons."
Carlson enjoys teaching both men and
UPS course offerings go beyond the
women the different dances.
traditional three R's. One of the most
"It's neat to see guys dancing," she said.
popular alternatives to lectures and labs,
Students appreciate the camaraderie that
ballroom dancing, has a high reperatoire
comes from others. One male dancer that
among students. With the addition this
enjoyed Carlson's class was junior Brett
class 13 years ago, instructor Jomarie
Broek.
Carlson has seen its following soar.
"It was pretty good to learn the basics,"
"It's a really popular elective,"
Broek said.
Carlson said.
For the final exam, Carlson has her stuCarlson, a former professional ballet
dents choreograph a dance to perform for
dancer, introduced the class when she
the class.
came to the University in 1988. Her first
"I've had couples meet in the class,"
class' enrollment stood at about 20 stuCarlson said. "Some couples - use their
dents. Since then, enrollment jumped to a
-Jomarie Carlson
dance in their weddings."
high of about 60 students. Current regisBallroom Dance Instructor
Carlson also has UPS students go into
tration stands at 41 students, with several
local schools and give demonstrations to
on the wait-list.
the students there.
"Ballroom is a great way to meet
Ballroom dancing has also become a
people of the opposite sex," Carlson said.
popular club activity on campus. The UPS Reperatory Dance
"It's a nice recreation."
Group provides an opportunity for students who are unable to
There are two sections for the bi-weekly class, one for men
and the other for women. Carlson expands beyond the course get into Carlson's class to get a taste of ballroom. A dance
title to teach not just traditional ballroom, but salsa, meringue
choreographed by Jennifer Knighton features many popular
and other dances.
ballroom steps.
Knighton's dance, choreographed to "Cheek to Cheek" by
"There are two sessions
Fred Astaire, is scheduled to be performed at the RDG Concert Nov. 15-17.

> BY KATIE ROSE

GG

Ballroom dancing
is a great way to
meet people of
the opposite sex...
I've had couples
meet in the class.

The Fox Trot:

This dance consists of
four steps counted in six beats. The first two
are slow, the last two fast, (one and two, three
and four, five, six).
musical examples: "Mack the Knife," "The
Lady Is a Tramp," "All of Me," "It Don't
Mean a Thing If It Ain't Got That Swing"

Mambo: A fast Latin dance with little
steps to allow rapid direction changes and
turns.
musical examples: "Tequila", "All That She
Wants," "Men In Black," "La Bamba"

Rumba:

A popular dance reminicent of
the Fox Trot. This dance is primarily Americanized, but has roots in Latino dance forms.
musical examples: "Girl from Ipanema,"
"California Dreamin,"' "Brown Eyed Girl,"
"Killing Me Softly With His Song"

Samba:

A fast dance with partners
moving forward, back and side to side. The
Samba is an exciting and showy dance, seen
often in movies. One way to think of the
movement is step, hesitate, step.
musical examples: "Copa Cabana," "Dancing
in the Streets"

S

wing. There are three types of swing:
Single time, triple time and West Coast swing.
Single time is for fast swing songs that will
wear you out.
Triple time is for slower swing tunes that
make you want to move a little faster.
West Coast swing is a slinky flirtatious back
and forth slot dance.

II

When the Waltz originated in the 13th century,
it was seen as tremendously scandelous because
of the positioning of the dancers—in a closed
position, touching, rather than open or separated. This was seen as highly inappropriate.
The word "mambo" was used to describe
voodoo priestesses in
Haiti. However,
"mambo" in African
means "chorus or
voices." In Congolese,
"mambo" refers to a lullaby or sacred song.

Tango:

A dramatic dance with the
partners carrying serious demeanors and
gliding slow and smoothly across the floor.
Commonly parodied with dancers holding a
rose in their teeth.
musical examples: "Hernando's Highway"

Waltz:

Everyone knows the waltz! One
two three, one two three, you get the picture.
musical examples: "Moon River," "Blue
Danube," "Mr. Bo Jangles"

competition worldwide, gained full Olympic
recognition in 1997. IDSF hopes to have
dancers competing for medals in the 2008
Beijing Olympics.
West Coast swing originated from the Savoy
Style Lindy, which was performed
in the Savoy Ballroom in New
York in the early 1930s. Dean
Collins danced in the Savoy
while in New York and brought
the dance with him when he
came to the West Coast.

Mg=

Originating out of post-war Europe, "Boogie
Woogie" is a distinctive, energetic dance sometimes called "jive."
The International DanceSport Federation
(IDSF), the organization coordinating dance

musical examples:

Single time: "At the Hop"
Triple time: "Only the Good Die Young"
West Coast time: "Black Velvet"

sit

Lindy Hop was the original form of swing
dancing from Harlem in the 1930s and 1940s.
Musician Benny Goodman is credited with
establishing the swing craze and coining the
term "jitterbug."

CENTURY BALLROOM

Information courtesy v.ww.streetswing.com

- DInC Nit NICE Class Schedule Week of Nov. 5, 2001
Wednesday
-Swing with DJ Hep Jen
at 9:00 p.m.
Cover charge.
9:30 p.m. general
dance, $5

Thursday
Salsa with DJs Pancho
or General Gustavo at 9
p.m.
Cover charge.
9:30 general dance, $5

Friday
Private Event

The Century Ballroom is located at 915 E. Pine in Seattle. They can be
reached at (206) 324-7263 or at vvvvvv.centuryballroom.com

Saturday
-Salsa with Ricardo
Lemvo and Makina
Loca
8:30 p.m. Salsa lesson,
$3
9:30 Dance:
$15 advance tickets
$18 day of event

closel*
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These drinks have been one of the monthly feature drinks in the past few
years, or they are well-known enough for all baristas to make. In most cases,
the sizes can vary and dairy products can be substitued.

NIRVANA
Steamed milk with
Zen tea
Coconut flavoring

PHANTOM COUCH
Half cider
Half soy millk
Caramel topping

COCO CHALET
Hot chocolate with
Hazlenut flavoring
Cinnamon powder

ROOT BEER FLOAT
Italian soda with
Breve
Root beer flavoring
Whipped cream

WISH I WERE VEGAN
Latte with
Soy milk
Vanilla and hazlenut flavoring

AWOL COUCH
Chai with
Shot of espresso
Whipped cream
Caramel top

AUTUMN BREEZE
Hot chocolate with
Refresh tea
Whipped cream

DUKE OF EARL
Steamed milk with
Earl Gray tea
Vanilla flavoring

CREAMSICLE
Italian soda with

Drip coffee = Regular coffee
Café au lait = Half drip coffee, half steamed
Dark blend = Stronger, more bitie
milk
Americano = Shot of espresso in hot water
fee
Light blend = Less bitter coffeei
(similar to coffee)
Decaffeinated= Coffee (or espr ss)\ i Caramel Machiato = Latte with vanilla syrup
without caffeine
and caramel top
Chai = Blend of spiced tea and ncinfat
Mocha = Latte with chocolate syrup
(or soy) milk
Shot of espresso = Small amount of espresso
Steamer = Steamed milk
(8 ounce and 12 ounce drinks have one shot,
16 ounce drinks have two shots)
Italian Soda = Seltzer water wil't1141fand-half, whipped cream and a av'or- I, Skinny = Nonfat milk
ing (can be ordered without dairy ar with i Breve = Half-and-half
Short = 8 ounce drink
other forms of dairy)
all = 12 ounce drink
Espresso = Concentrated coffee
Latte = Steamed milk with espress
Grande = 16 ounce drink
Cappucino = Latte with extra foaM
10,ouble = Two shots of espresso
711.iple = Three shots of espresso
Wet = Cappucino with less foam
Dry = Cappucino with extra foam
= Four shots of espresso

Breve
Orange and vanilla flavoring
Whipped cream

Asia Might art

ook
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ATOMIC BOMB
Chai with
Cinnamon flavoring

THE HARD-CORE
Two shots of espresso with
Hazlenut flavoring

CARAMEL APPLE CIDER
Cider with
Caramel top

RASPBERRY KIS S
Mocha with
Raspberry flavoring

OF ANOTHER KIND
I

Shot of espresso

THE USUAL
Tall nonfat latte

0 BY KEITH CHAFFEE-ELLIS

Diversions Café is living up to its name by providing both coffee and an environment that
lends itself to both studying and social play. The beginning of this school year brought student
artwork to the walls of the campus coffee hangout, something that past Diversions management teams had wanted to do, but never achieved.
The project began over the summer when the current Diversions
management team went to the Union Board, which oversees the
Wheelock Student Center. The Union Board not only approved of
the proposal to put up artwork, but also paid for the equipment
that was necessary to display the submitted art.
"Everyone was really excited to get art up in a really busy
part of the campus," said Hannah Seebach, a manager at Diversions Café.
Each month, a new series of artworks by students is displayed. The café encourages all students to submit artwork,
though it must be submitted by the 25" of each month and
be either framed or matted. Due to the available space, there
are size limitations, and only small sculpture and ceramics
can be displayed. Artists have the choice of listing their art,
I work as being for sale or not.
In an effort to explore the other meanings of art, the Diversions management team is working with the Campus Music
Network
(CMN) to
bring live
music pert formances to
the café. CMN
works to promote
student bands.
Members of the
band Freshmint played
to a filled café Oct. 17.
Scheduled to play Nov. 7 is
the campus band Toast Greatly,
Now Parrots. More shows are on
the horizon. There are also ideas in
the works to look into hosting an open
mic event in the café.
ist "We actively support other campus
organizations, and we want to have more
campus involvement with the café,"
Seebach said.
Diversions has also added Clif Bars
and Penguin Mints to its menu.
As part of its ongoing efforts to bring
Ida diverse range of drink options to the
campus, Diversions Café creates a feature drink each month. For the month of
November, "The Usual" — a tall nonfat
lane — will hold the feature drink throne.
Some of the more popular past feature ART AND LEISURE — Student artwork is
displayed above the tables in Diversions.
drinks are shown around this page.

RED EYE
Drip coffee with

THE GRADUATE
Iced Latte with
Breve milk
Vanilla and almond flavoring

Here's a taste,

C

"sot7te of the cirinh creations that

:"or11&:

our s#aff have come up with

MOCHA
Mocha with
Caramel flavoring
Soy milk
nab oebach, Photo Editor

130
soda with
*Caramel flavoring
Soy milk
hipped cream
Caramel topping
Jason Ronbeck, Managing Edito

THE MEGAN
Chai with
• hot of espresso
vanilla flavoring
Soy milk
-- Megan Gaylord, A&E Layout L.-Jitor
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Discussions give students a forums
to share feelings on current events
> BY SARAH NORRIS

CLUB DE NUEVO
MEXICO
Enriches campus
with unique views,
strengthens diversity
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS
Many students at UPS have pride in their home state.
The students in the Club de Nuevo Mexico (New Mexico
Club), however, took that pride one step further and created a club that focuses on the culture and traditions of
New Mexico.
The club was started two years ago by former students Cece Olivares and Britten Snider. Snider is now
an admission counselor at UPS and has continued her
involvement with the club.
According to their mission statement, "the purpose of the Club de Nuevo Mexico (CNM) is to bring
together members of the Puget Sound community
who are from or are interested in the state of New
Mexico. In doing so, CNM will celebrate the culture, history, traditions, arts and cuisine of the Land
of Enchantment."
While the only students currently involved in the
club are from the state of New Mexico, Ashley
Biggers, the president of CNM, said that the club is
open to anyone who is interested in New Mexico —
whether they are from the state or simply want to
learn more about it.
Approximately 30 students at UPS are from New
Mexico, roughly 15 students of whom are actively
involved in CNM. Associate Dean for Student Services Houston Dougherty and Snider, both from New
Mexico, advise the club. Assistant Director of Counseling, Health and Wellness Terri Selvage is also a
staff member who has lived in New Mexico and is
involved with the club.
This year the CNM is especially relevant because
the theme for the year is "The Cultures of the Americas" and the Club de Nuevo Mexico delves into just
that, Biggers said.
The New Mexico Club will organize three main
events this year. First is the Posole Feed, which will take
place on Thursday, Nov. 8 at 6 p.m. in coordination with
the Culture House and Cooking theme house. Posole is
a New Mexican stew that typically contains hominy,
chile, vegetables and pork. For the Feed, however, they
will also have vegetarian soup. They will also serve
homemade tortillas and biscochitos, which are Spanish
cookies. The event costs $1, which is simply to cover
the cost of food, and will be held at the Culture and
Cooking house, located at 1102 N. Lawrence.
Additionally, on Nov. 30, the New Mexico Club will
be decorating campus with luminarias, a Hispanic tradition carried out in New Mexico. The luminarias are
paper bags with candles inside them. They are used on
Christmas eve and are traditionally thought to light the
path of the wise men to the infant Jesus. These lights
will be placed around campus, specifically in Jones
Circle and near Kilworth Chapel.
On April 5, the CNM will host an enchilada dinner
in coordination with Dining and Conference Services.
It will be offered as a Full Fare dinner for students that
night. The CNM is working with ASUPS and the theme
year committee to bring in a mariachi band for that night
as well.
The Club de Nuevo Mexico meets twice a month
and "gives New Mexican students an opportunity to
carry on their connections with the state's cultural traditions and an opportunity for other students to form new
connections," Biggers said. "New Mexico is a distinct
state because it actively blends Hispanic, Native American and Anglo traditions."

Following the terrorist attacks on
Sept. 11, students, staff and faculty are
doing what they can to make sense out
of devastation.
The UPS community is attempting to
do so through the Brown Bag Lunch Series, discussions occurring regularly on
Mondays and Thursdays at noon in the
Murray Boardroom of Wheelock Student
Center.
Sponsored by the Division of Student
Affairs and ASUPS, the series began on
Sept. 24 and is planned to go through
Nov. 5.
Dean of Students Kris Bartanen began the series with the assistance and support of ASUPS Vice President Trina
Olson after the UPS memorial service
discussions Sept. 14. Bartanen recognized a need for further discussions and
approached Olson with the idea.
"A lot of students were saying that
they didn't have the opportunity to discuss what had happened in their classes,"
Olson said. "Students wanted an opportunity to talk and learn about the events
that were occurring."
The Brown Bag Lunch Series tries
to prompt pertinent questions, create
meaningful discussion and search for
answers. Discussion topics have included the history of how wars work,
the response of Sixth Avenue in New

York and mental health issues after the has ranged from 12 to 40 people each
attacks. Each discussion is led by a discussion, all with different back,.
volunteer fagrounds.
cilitator, gen"It was a positive exerally UPS
perience. The turnout
professors.
was a mixture of stuProfessor
dents, staff and faculty,"
Having the series
Lisa FerrariFerrari-Comeau said.
Comeau led a
"It's a mixture of stu-ir
ongoing allows for
discussion with
dents, staff, faculty and
Professors Karl
the community. The
people to have a
Fields and
discussions are rich in
place to come as
Patrick O'Neil
that sense, there are altitled "Is this
ways good discussions
questons come
the world's
regardless of the size of
up . . .having a
problem, or
our audience," BartanenE
j u s t
said.
place to return to
America's?"
The Brown Bag
FerrariLunch Series will conis helpful.
Comeau's detinue after Nov. 5 if the
-Lisa Ferrari-Comeau
cision to lead a
volunteer facilitators
Professor
discussion was
continue to express their
due to the acinterest in leading the
tive interest
discussions.
that her classes showed following the ter"Having the series ongoing allows
rorist attacks.
for people to have a place to come as
"I decided to lead a discussion be- questions come up," Ferrari-Comeau
cause I found in my classes that students said. "This is a process. Having a place
wanted to talk about the Sept. 11 issues," to return to is helpful."
Ferrari-Comeau said. "I was surprised by
"It is helpful having people become
the number of students who came up to more informed about the issues of terme after class discussions wanting to talk rorism and foreign policy, and to also ask
further about the issues."
critical questions as a context for the
Bartanen said that attendance has world events that we are part of,"
been solid at each session. Attendance Bartanen said.
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BROWN BAG DISCUSSION TOPICS
Sept. 24: How does America's civil religion affect
our response to terrorism?"

Facilitators: Dean of Students Kris Bartanen and
Associate Dean for Student Development Jim
Hoppe
Sept. 27: "What does history tell us about how
wars work?"
Facilitator: Professor Hugh Dubrulle
Oct. 1: "Sixth Avenue responds to tragedy"
Facilitators: Matt Peterson and Brent Truell,
students

Oct. 4: "Is this the world's problem, or just
America's?"
Facilitators: Professors Karl Fields, Patrick O'Neil,
Lisa Ferrari-Comeau
Oct. 8: "Understanding the Philosophical war"
Facilitator: Professor Paul Loeb

Oct. 11: "Mental health issues in a time of unrest"
Facilitator: Professor Barry Anton
Oct. 18: "Does non-violence make sense in the face
of terrorism?"
Facilitator: Professor Mott Greene
Oct. 22: "How did they do this? Foresight and Hindsight on technology and terrorism"
Facilitator: Professor Renee Houston

Oct. 25: "Implications of Terrorism"
Facilitator: Professor Charles Courtney
Oct. 29: "Terrorism, Realpolitik and war"
Facilitator: Professor Carolyn Weisz
Nov. 5: "September 11:The beginning of the end
of the American empire?"
Facilitator: Professor Richard AndersonConnolly

check The Trail out online at:

www.stevenklein.com

asups.ups.edu/frail
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why 1 still
teach lily own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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`Sonic's' hegemony of adventure gaming reigns on!
Two player mode, good vs. evil scenarios and objective replay spins out of control
> BY RYAN J. PAYTON
In celebration of Sonic The Hedgehog's 10th birthday, Sega
-V- has given its beloved mascot an appropriate gift: a colorful,
high-speed adventure that's en vogue with the current crop of
platform games. Not since 1994's "Sonic 3" has Sega treated
its hedgehog so well.
When news hit that "Sonic Adventure 2" was under development, fans and critics
alike mulled with skepticism. Although the
44
game was in the good
Sonic storms
hands of Sonic's creator
through dozens of Yuji Naka, the first
Sonic Adventure was a
new, gravity-defying disappointing launch
obstacles, Shadow title for the Dreamcast.
The game was plagued
glides through lev- by difficult camera
els with his sliding angles that only added
to the frustration of the
shoes, and the red widespread gameplay
and slowrodent Knuckles is glitches
down. With the next
• accompanied by a "Adventure," critics
that Sonic Team
unique blend of hip- knew
would have to draw
hop and soul music. from its past accom99 plishments to successfully translate its hedge* hog into the 3-D world.
Is "Sonic Adventure 2"
perfect? Absolutely not. But it's a blast to play, and it reminds
us why we all chose Sonic over Super Mario in the early 1990s.
The first thing players will notice is how outrageous "Sonic
Adventure 2" is. The game begins with Sonic flying down the
streets of a mock-San Francisco on a "streetboard." Soon al .* ter, players are prompted with the standard 3-D-platform

Photo cowlesy of www.vrieogantes.cam

SONIC — Hedgehog spins back for 10th year anniversary.
gameplay found so often in today's games. This time around,
Sonic fits comfortably in the three-dimensional world. He and
five other playable characters speed through stages, grabbing
rings and avoiding trap after spectacular trap just as they used
to do on the Sega Genesis.
On the downside, "Sonic Adventure 2" still maintains some
follies of its predecessor, troublesome camera angles being
the most apparent carryover. The game also takes itself too
seriously. The "save the world" plot is hardly appropriate for a
Sonic title. And lengthy, dialog-heavy cut scenes only dilute
the intensity of the gameplay.

Unfortunately, tedious moments occur sporadically throughout the game. Most of the levels that feature Sonic, Shadow
and Knuckles are quite fun, but stages featuring Tails and Dr.
Eggman are lethargic and break from the action.
On a positive note, "Sonic Adventure 2" sports the fun, stylish attitude of Sega's glory years. Sonic storms through dozens
of new, gravity-defying obstacles, Shadow glides through levels with his sliding shoes and the red rodent Knuckles is accompanied by a unique blend of hip-hop and soul music.
Because the original Sonic Adventure was initially designed
for the failing Sega Saturn console and then quickly ported to
the Dreamcast, "Sonic Adventure 2" represents Yuji Naka's
first official stab at developing a Sonic game on the Dreamcast.
Considering Sonic Team's previous title, "Phantasy Star
Online," it's no surprise that "Sonic Adventure 2" also demonstrates how far the Dreamcast can be pushed graphically.
The textures are detailed, the huge structures are beautifully
designed, and it runs as smooth as silk. "Shenmue" aside, this
is the perfect game to prove to friends that the $79 Dreamcast
still packs a powerful punch.
Overall, "Sonic Adventure 2" is a great addition to anyone's
game library. It's a fast-paced actiontitle and is hardly a "justrent-it" title. Extr:as like the two-player mode, the ability to
play two separate scenarios (the good path: Sonic, or the evil
path: Shadow) and the option to replay stages under alternative objectives all make "Sonic 2" a game worth owning.
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when they party
Based on the

2001

CORE survey, most Puget

Sound students make healthy choices when
they party:
5.1

is the average number of drinks
consumed per week

81%

drink 2 or fewer times per week

72%

did not drive under the influence

86%

did not perform poorly on a test or
important project due to drinking
Questions?
Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health &
Wellness Services
@ 879-1567

Know the alcohol policy in The Logger

Based on CORE survey data collected in 2ooi from 552 students in a
random mailing
1 drink = one 12 oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, i oz. hard Ii.uor
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`From Hell' should return
from whence it came
> BY KEN HARTFORD
Halloween is a
funny holiday. Every year Halloween
ushers in at least
three extremely terrible movies with
the hope that the
Halloween spirit
will entice people to see them. I'm not sure
what is sadder: the producers releasing the
films, orthe fact that people actually see them.
Common sense told me not to see "From
Hell." However, I could not resist the Halloween spirit, and I dragged myself to the theatre
to witness a movie that should return to hell.
The story of Jack the Ripper is interesting
to look at from a historical standpoint. "From
Hell" claims to be loosely based on his story.
The writers and I, however, seem to have a very
different definition of the word "loose." I
strongly believe that the story of Jack the Ripper is frightening enough without having to
spice it up with supernatural powers and conspiracy theories.
Johnny Depp stars as an opium-smoking,
absinthe-drinking detective who has visions of
crimes and can see who is guilty. I think this
system of justice is just what the United States
needs to track down criminals at large. Drug
up some FBI detectives, and I'm sure they will
find the serial killers.
Add Heather Graham as a prostitute. It is
interesting to see how clean and well-kempt
Graham is as a prostitute. It's as if she were
not affected by the same dreary, disease-infested section of turn-of-the century London.
Well, I guess not being affected by all those

negative parts of society helps her fall in love
with drug-using detectives.
Overall, "From Hell" is a terrible movie.
The only interesting part may be the conspiracy theory element that is woven through
the Story. The cinematography is designed
to present a surreal supernatural horror story
that people feel they need to see because it
came out around Halloween. This movie isn't
a good thriller, a romance, or anything.

Video Pick of the week:
"Arsenic and Old Lace"

This classic movie stars an amazing cast
headlining Cary Grant and Peter Lorre. This
is the story of the man who wrote the
bachelor's bible and his secret marriage to the
girl next door. Well, she doesn't exactly live
next door: the thing that separates their houses
is a cemetery. The director, Frank Capra,
masterfully created one of the funniest movies I have ever seen with a touch of unique
Halloween spirit. The plot is too complex to
even begin to explain in a short review, but
this movie guarantees satisfaction and will
entertain everyone who watches it.

0

*****

MOVIE RATING
* don't waste your time
** wait for the video
*** nothing better to do
**** worth the ticket price

*****

run don't walk to the theater

Photo courtesy of Ross Mulhausen

STRUNG TOGETHER — Nicola Shangrow, violin; Rochelle Holmberg, violin; Erica
Brewer, viola; and Leslie Scott, cello, to play at Chamber Music Concert Nov. 4.
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Lynch's Nullholland Drive' delivers confusing plots, characters
> BY JASON RONBECK
"I don't want to spend two and a half hours saying, 'What
the f***?!"' This was my friend's reason for not seeing David
Lynch's new movie, "Mulholland Drive."
"Mulholland Drive" is certainly not a movie for everyone.
As much as I loved the movie, I cannot recommend it to everyone — and my friend's "what the f***" reaction is perfectly understandable. Only those who wish to be challenged
and confused should embark on a viewing of this utterly surreal and complex film.
"Mulholland Drive," undoubtedly the strangest movie of
the year (yes, even more so than the summer's deep intellectual quandary, "Memento"), can only be described as
"quintessentially Lynch," with its pulsing lights, '50s nostalgia, red curtains, confused identities, forced dialogue, haunting music, mysterious shadow figures overseeing complex
conspiracies, strange dreams, senile old people and even
women singing chilling songs in strange theatres.
The film builds upon the imagery and kitsch of earlier
Lynch films. It obsesses with guilt like "Eraserhead," longs
for the '50s like "Blue Velvet," introduces quirky people like
those from "Twin Peaks," uses eroticism like "Wild at Heart"
and copies nearly the same Mobius strip-inspired non-linear
plot as "Lost Highway." Quintessential Lynch.
"Mulholland Drive", was originally planned to be a television series for ABC (the same network that axed "Twin
Peaks" in the early 1990s). After the network's unwillingness to run the show, Pierre Edelman and the French production company Canal Plus offered Lynch $7 million to turn
the two-hour pilot into a feature-length film. (Alfred
Hitchcock's film "Psycho" was originally intended to be a
television series as well.)
The opening creditsshow that Lynch has brought back his
favorite crew to create this masterpiece film.
Angelo Badalamenti, who has been doing music for all of
Lynch's films since 1984's "Blue Velvet," produces an amazing score — equally as dark and atmospheric as it can be
light and airy when needed. As is typical in Lynch movies
(and common with movies in general), the same motif is repeatedly used, reconstructed indifferent scenes to create different effects.
Peter Demming, who started working with Lynch as director of photography for Lynch's hard-to-find short-run TV
series "On the Air" and also worked on "Lost Highway" as

well as films such as "Scream 2" and "Scream 3," in
addition to the recent "From Hell," created
"Mulholland Drive"'s somewhat film-noir, somewhat
cheesy, somewhat surreal cinematography — the best
yet for any Lynch film.
Also returning are Lynch's favorites: Mary
Sweeney doing film editing, Johanna Ray doing casting, and Jack. Fisk, who, prior to Lynch's 1999
"Straight Story" (which is typical Lynch in its humor), hadn't worked with Lynch since 1977's breakthrough "Eraserhead."
The plot of the movie most directly follows the
blonde bombshell Betty (Naomi Watts) and her mysterious friend Rita (Laura Harring), who has a sudden case of amnesia.
Together, Betty and Rita attempt to piece together
Rita's lost past. The story evolves into a stereotypical Hollywood flick when Betty and Rita discover
$7 million and a strange blue key in Rita's purse.
Over the course of their "investigation," Betty auditions for a part in a movie, a strange neighbor warns
Rita and the two discover a dead body in the house
Photo courtesy of Universal Pictures
of the only person who's name Rita can remember:
FORGOTTEN IDENTITIY — Rita (left) and Betty (right) . try to
Diane Selwyn.
uncover Rita's past in David Lynch's new movie "Mulholland Drive."
After Rita wakes up one night whispering the word
"Sileficio," the two somehow manage to find their way to a midget from "Twin Peaks") and country singer Billy Ray Cyrus
club where music is pre-recorded, though musicians perform
as the adulterous boyfriend of the director's wife. Lynch has
actual performances, like lip-syncing with instruments.
used musicians as actors in previous movies as well — Nicolas
One of the most moving parts of the movie occurs at the Cage imitates Elvis in "Wild at Heart," and David Bowie and
Club Silencio when a singer performs a Spanish version of Chris Isaak play prominent roles in "Twin Peaks: Fire Walk
with Me."
Roy Orbison's song "Crying" ("Llorando"). Betty and Rita
Another character, The Cowboy (Monty Montgomery),
are overwhelmed and begin to cry. At the end of the song, the
singer collapses while vocals and music continues — it was mirrors "Lost Highway"'s notorious Mystery Man as the
movie's most enigmatic and disturbing character.
all a performance of a performance.
When the two return home (which occurs somewhere
While most movie reviews warrant a more extensive plot
summary, to do so for Mulholland Drive can't do justice to the
around the two-thirds mark of the film), the movie takes a
film's strangeness.
strange twist, which raises the question the nature of reality
and the film's significance.
This film may not be for everyone, but it is definitely a
Also introduced throughout the film are an assortment of worthwhile investment for those who enjoy being challenged
and confused by cinema. There is no absolute "this is what
characters, including an eccentric director named Adam (Justin Theroux) whose mannerisms are strikingly reminiscent of happened" for Mulholland Drive, and that disturbs many
people. But the intense imagery, interesting characters, exagLynch himself, a welcoming landlady named Coco (Ann
Miller) and a scruffy crook who runs into problems when he gerated speech patterns and Lynch's off-the-wall humor should
tries to kill someone. There are also cameo' appearances by make the film somewhat accessible to all — even if most of
the movie is spent saying, "What the f***!?"
Michael Anderson (the infamous backward-talking dancing
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Southern style spices up Northwest
> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD

fered whole, filleted. or in strips and served
with hush puppies; or try the chicken fried
steak. The butterfish and the rainbow trout are
both delicious and tender. Of course, if all else
fails you can always fall back on the Southern
fried chicken, which is among the most tender and juicy I have evertasted.
All the entrees come with a corncake, a mix
between a pancake and cornbread that tastes
like candy when you add butter and honey,
and a choice of any three sides from a list that
ranges from collard greens and black-eyed
peas to candied yams, mashed potatoes and
macaroni and cheese.
To drink, try a quart-sized jelly jar of iced

tea or, better yet, the Southern Kitchen's own
strawberry lemonade made with big chunks
of sweet strawberries and topped with
whipped cream: it's heaven in a jar.
The Southern Kitchen's prices live up to
its diner feeling. Nothing in the menu costs
more than $10.95, and even that is out the ordinary, with most of the entrees, sandwiches
and breakfasts falling in the $6.95 to $7.95
range. It's open every Monday through Saturday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on Sundays from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
So go now, while you're young and healthy,
and enjoy this small corner of Southern fried
food heaven in this Pacific Northwest.

In a small, red plaster-covered building,
next to Bucky's Muffler Centers, resides a
it small piece of Southern soul food heaven.
Located at the three-way intersection of 6th,
Sprague and Division, the Southern Kitchen
is a haven of Southern-style fried food, delicious enough to stop your heart with the taste
as well as the fat content.
It's a small place, only 13 tables, with pink
lace curtains and a strong small-town-diner
feel to it. The service is down-to-earth and
friendly; it's the kind of place where they know
the regulars. As small as it is, it
doesn't want for business, filling up
right around noon with families,
couples, friends and workers on their
lunch break.
What all of these people know —
what keeps them coming back repeatedly — is unarguably the most authentic and delicious Southern-style food
this Yankee has ever tasted. There are
Tit options for any time of day.
Breakfast includes choices like
biscuits and gravy, Texas hotlinks and
creamed beef on toast and chops. Everything comes with two eggs, toast
or biscuit and a choice of hash
browns, grits or home fries. For
04lunch, try a catfish or butterfish sandwich with home fries, or maybe some
liver and onions.
All of the portion sizes are generous, but if you're planning on dinner,
save plenty of room because the entrees can overload even the hungriest
of folks.
Start with an appetizer of fried okra
or sweet potato fries before you get
down to business. When you're fully
.Betto Muirhead photo
Southern Kitchen, on the intersection of Sprague and Division, seems
prepared, dig into one of any number MASON DIXON LINE?
of fabulous dinners like the catfish, of- a little out of place, but serves a welcome dish of sweet southern lovin'.
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Jenny Owens
Junior
Prattville, Alabama
(Just north of Montgomery
...that's in the middle.)
- Studio Art Major
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"Simpsons' suprises with striking wit
> BY KATHLEEN SULLIVAN
"The Simpsons" and "spiritual" don't belong in the same sentence.

I At least that's what America thought when the radical cartoon premiered over a decade ago. Mark I. Pinksy, author of "The Gospel
According to The Simpsons," examines America's most nuclear family with a spiritual slant that reflects a deeper and unexpected side of
the show.
With the advent of "The
66
Simpsons" came heated disputes between parent and
child over permission to
watch the show, usually ending with parents proclaiming
that the show was morally
corrupt. But our fickle nation
has shown a great change.
The show that triggered the
ban of "Eat my Shorts" paraphernalia in middle schools
has won 16 Emmys and attracts more viewers worldwide than. "Baywatch."
99 Pinsky claims that this is
411
partly due to how "The
Simpsons" can mirror and influence our lives in several ways, particularly spiritually.
At first read, you might be dubious. Hoping to find religion in a
program usually packed with humor and political parody seems ludicrous. But with evidence from episodes, timeless Simpsons' quotes,
and interesting facts, Pinsky makes his case.
Unbeknownst to most, one third of all Simpsons episodes have at
least one religious reference. Right down to the divine choir singing
at the beginning, this show is saturated with religious undertones.
Of course we think of the character Ned Flanders when it comes to
religion in "The Simpsons." But instead of perusing ordinary and typical facts about the happy-go-lucky neighbor, Pinsky examines the
darker side of the Evangelical •Christian. On a side note to Oregon
natives, Groening named this angelic character after Flanders Street in
his hometown of Portland.
Pinsky parallels Bart as the cynical questioning voice inside our
head. Unlike most people who silence their religious uncertainties,
Bart vocalizes them petulantly during dinner prayers — "Dear God,
we paid for this stuff ourselves, so thanks for nothing." Pinksy equates

Unlike most
people who
silence
their religious
uncertanties, Bart
vocalizes them
petulantly during
dinner prayers.

Lisa, Groening's favorite character bearing the name of one of his sisters, with social justice, an aspect of religion commonly overlooked.
And Homer, our darling Homer, relates his view of God through a
description from a dream: "Perfect teeth. Nice smell. A class act, all
the way." The author discusses how Homer is like every American,
only willing to connect with God when he can extract benefits.
Simpsons fans, you'll appreciate this book. It's funny, it's different and for a college student who wants time to read but doesn't
have much to spare, it's short. If you doubt the original spiritual
claims, you'll at least love the rundowns of rarely-played episodes
and unparalleled Homerisms. And I guarantee you one thing: it will
certainly make you more aware of religion the next time you watch
"The Simpsons."

THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING

.

MARK I. PINSKY
FOREWORD BY TONY CAMPOLO

The Trail•What's that you're holding,
Jenny 0?
Jenny Owens: It's so weird that you're
taking a picture of this. People know me as
this really happy person, but I have sadness
too. It's called John P. Owens, Nov. 29,
1994. It's a bullet shell. We had to take
something significant from our own lives
and make it significant, to other people.
This was one of the shells from my Dad's
21 gun salute.
T: What's that say in the crack down
there?
J.0.: That's where the hammer strikes
the back of the bullet. It says "All that's
left is this empty shell."
T: Is this your preferred medium?
J.0.: No, I prefer prints and sketches. I
showed my first gallery print, a silk screen,
last winter in Kittredge Gallery. I have two
others that are going in this year's winter
exhibit as well as this (John P. Owens).
T: Why do you do what you do?
J.0.: "If I didn't I'd go mad. You have
to get things out; I get them out through
art. Sometimes I have the need to do something beautiful and sometimes I have something to say. I do that through art."
T. What would you like to do with your
art degree?
J.0.:1' d like to illustrate book covers or
be a studio professor.
T•Do you think UPS lacks anything in
its artistic community?
J.0.: We need more student artwork up
around school! UPS should utilize our talent pool more. We have all this talent that
we could use to do great things. I also hate
the attitude some people have about studio
majors, basically that it's easy and we don't
really do anything, without knowing anything about the long hours we spend working. I think we all need to respect what we
each do here, whether it's computer science
or studio art.
T: What do you like most about the art
community here?
J.0.: The community here is supportive.
We get constant feedback from each other
and constructive criticism. It's so nice to
have people who don't say 'Oh that's so
pretty,' or `No, I don't like it, but I don't
know why.' It's great to be around people
who understand each other and what drives
us to be artists.
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How do you spell snub? N-C-A-A •
> BY TYLER ROUSH
In the end, the Lady Loggers' 2001 campaign came down
to one ill-fated weekend.
In the end, a glowing 15-2-1 overall record, complemented by a 12-1-1 conference record, did not spell a trip
to the postseason.
The UPS women's soccer team hit a pair of speed bumps
last weekend in Oct. 26th's 3-3 double-overtime tie at Linfield
College (13-4-1 overall, 10-3-1 conference) and Oct. 27th'S
0-1 loss at Willamette (15-1 overall, 13-1 conference). The
Saturday loss to Willamette dropped the Loggers into second
place in the Northwest Conference standings and, apparently,
out of consideration for the NCAA Division III Tournament.
The tournament snub by the NCAA selection committee led
many Logger faithful to cry foul.
No such complaints, however, have been heard from
the Loggers.
•
"We're a little bit surprised," senior Karen Ecklebe said,
"but there's nothing we can do about it. The team just has to
go back and get better for next year."
Unfortunately, next year's team will have to improve without senior leaders Ecklebe and Katie Fanning, who saw their
soccer careers brought to an end following Saturday's defeat.
In four years, both Ecklebe and Fanning helped lead the Loggers to an outstanding 52-17-8 overall record and 43-11-4
conference mark.
The two also compiled an impressive list of athletic awards.
Ecklebe was awarded first-team all-conference status in 1999
and 2000, and will almost certainly add another selection for
2001. She was also named first-team all-region in 2000. Fanning is a former Most Inspirational Award recipient.

The awards, however, do little to console them now.
"They're fine," Ecklebe said of the awards, "but I would
have much rather made it farther in the tournament."
The Loggers will not go anywhere in the playoffs, a fact
rendered particularly shocking given the team's long list of
achievements. They had a 24-game NWC winning streak
snapped in Friday's tie with Linfield. The tie also snapped an
eight-game shutout streak for the Loggers, during which no
team scored on the Logger defense in over 800 minutes of
game time. Altogether, the Lady Loggers had 12 shutouts, the
best mark in the league.
And though their 0-1 loss to Willamette propelled their rivals to sole possession of first place in the NWC standings,
the Loggers split the season series with the Bearcats. They
felled Willamette 1-0 at home on Oct. 6.
History also seemed to have been on the Loggers' side.
The team was fresh from consecutive NCAA Division III Tournament berths in 1999 and 2000, and they won the Northwest
Conference last year.
Tournament snubs aside, the Loggers did enter this weekend in control of their own destiny. A win over Linfield would
have guaranteed at least a tie with Willamette in the NWC
standings, while a win or tie against Willamette would have
clinched the conference championship. Alas, neither occurred.
The Oct. 26 game, a 3-3 shoot-out against Linfield, left the
door open for Willamette to clinch the conference championship with a win on Oct. 27. Unfortunately for the Loggers, the
rival Bearcats did just that.
The Oct. 27 game, played on a muddy bog of a field, looked
more like a grueling slugfest than a shoot-out. The two teams
combined to attempt just 17 shots, with Willamette's Buffy
Morris providing the game-winning goal at the 79:10 mark.

Alumni swim meet
Loggers get started with early competition

Katt° Heaton

Eine Datt photo

GOING THE DISTANCE — Senior goalkeeper Karen
Ecklebe reaches to make a save during a practice drill.
Despite the Loggers' regular season efforts, they will not be
invited to the NCAA Division III Tournament.

If there is a bright spot in the Loggers' missed playoff op-.
portunity, it is that the NCAA snub will only leave the young
Loggers hungry. As a team that had six freshmen playing key
roles, the Loggers will have the Willamette Bearcats — and
the NCAA tournament — in their sights for a long time.
41.1
Can you spell revenge?

Loggers leg out a victory
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE
This weekend the Puget Sound cross
country team proved .how far hard work
and heart can take you in sports.
Perennial contenders for the conference titles, both the Loggers' men's and
women's teams were supposed to be
looking forward to next year as they
headed to Salem, Ore. for the Northwest Conference Championships on
Oct. 27. The men were without their
top runner, Dan McLean, who was sitting out with an injured leg. The
women, meanwhile, were underdogs to
the favored Willamette team. Despite
this, the men placed third and the
women beat Willamette by 12. points
to take the conference title.
The perfect example of the heart that
these two teams showed came from senior Dana Boyle.
After winning the individual conference title her freshman year, Boyle was
plagued by injuries for two frustrating
years. This year she was determined to
prepare even harder and not to waste her
senior year.
"I knew I could do it," Boyle said.
"The main thing was I just didn't want
to get injured again."
Boyle didn't disappoint this season,
winning every race and taking her second conference title. She also believed
something very few others did.

"I think I was the only one who believed we could do this," Boyle said "I
knew we just had to perform at our level
and we would be fine."
The rest of her teammates made sure
the team went home happy by turning
out several strong performances. Besides
Boyle, both Julie Meyer and Alana
Hagley placed in the top ten (eighth and
tenth respectively), while Breanne
Hickel placed eleventh. All three also ran
their personal best times at Puget Sound,
helping the Loggers to their fourth conference title in six years.
The men made up for the loss of
McLean by getting gutsy performances
from J. R. Flowerree and Reagan
Grabner, who placed sixth and tenth respectively. This allowed the men to place
in the top three for the sixth straight year.
The next challenge for both teams
comes on Saturday, Nov. 10, when they
travel to Bush Park to compete in the
NCAA West Regional Championships.
As far as looking forward to next year,
neither team is ready to gaze ahead quite
yet. But when they do,-they will be happy
with what they see.
"We have a great bunch of freshman
this year, they all train and prepare very
hard," Boyle said. "Our juniors have all
worked very hard and have seen their
times drop dramatically this year."
And perhaps more importantly, they
all have heart.

photo

SPREADING THEIR WINGS —A Logger swimmer participates in the annual alumni swim
meet on Oct. 27. In accordance with tradition, the alumni swimmers won the meet. The team
will commence intercollegiate competition today at 6 p.m. when they host the Central
Washington University Wildcats at Wallace Pool.

VOLLEYBALL
vs. Whitworth — Friday, Nov. 2, 7 p.m.

Visit The Trail at
vyvv. asuPs . uPs'edultrail
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vs. Whitman — Saturday, Nov. 3, 7 p.m.

FOOTBALL
N S.

Eastern Oregon — Saturday, Nov. 3, 1 p.m.

SWIMMING
vs. Central Washington — Friday, Nov. 2, 6 p.m.
Logger Relays — Saturday, Nov. 3, noon
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'Loggers take two
> BY KEVIN FORD
The UPS men's soccer team kept its playoff hopes alive
titst weekend with a pair of victories over Linfield and
Willamette.
Puget Sound began the road trip Friday and came away
victorious in a low-scoring match. Chris Raymond's unassisted
goal in the 63rd minute pushed Puget Sound past Linfield (85 NWC) on Oct. 26. Raymond, who leads the team with five
ame-winning goals on the season, emerged from a scrum and
Tiled a shot past keeper Luke Voiles that gave UPS the lead
for good. Meanwhile, goalkeepers Ben Meckel and Ryan
Wittstuck helped the Logger defense shut down the Wildcat
attack.
Raymond provided offense again the next day, contributing two goals and one assist
as UPS toppled the
Willamette Bearcats (6-7
NWC). Raymond scored the
lone goal in the first half,
which was assisted by Eddie
Zielinski and Justin Hughes.
The Loggers later posted a 20 lead 15 minutes into the
second half when Raymond
converted a pass from Loren
Cohen.
Kyle Gouveia then
brought the Bearcats within
one of the Loggers on a shot
past goalie Ryan Wittstruck.
Three minutes later, UPS answered and iced the game
when Anthony Fioretti lofted
a ball over the head of WU keeper Aaron Vanderford from an
assist by Raymond.
•
These two crucial victories have set up a showdown with
*acific Lutheran (5-6-2 NWC) on Saturday, Nov. 3. This game
will be the final one for seniors Ryan Wittstruck, Erik Nielsen,
Jordan Plapinger, Adam Vance, and David Ludwin. The Loggers are in fourth place in the Northwest Conference with a
record of 7-5-1. When the two teams met earlier this season,
UPS won 6-1.
Offensive production has not been a problem as of late for
"he Loggers. They have scored nine goals in their last four
victories and have won five of the last seven games. Chris
Raymond supplied the offensive firepower over the weekend,
contributing three goals and one assist.
Unfortunately, even a victory Nov. 3 won't guarantee the
Loggers a postseason spot. Along with the win, they need losses
both George Fox and Linfield, who are tied for second place
in the conference. The Loggers face a must-win situation on
Saturday if they hope to continue playing. The PLU game is at
1:00 p.m. on the East Athletic Field.

Logger woes blamed on
poor offense, defense
Special teams also at fault in 0-53 shellacking

Aaron Fung photo

MEAGER PERFORMANCE —
Linfield College eeked out 403
yards of total offense against the
Logger defense on Saturday,
while the Logger attack managed
just 56 yards on 55 plays. UPS
hopes to return to their winning
ways when they host 0-7 Eastern
Oregon tomorrow.

Logger of the Week
Karen Ecklebe
Harbor, Wash,

Year: Senior
Major: Chemistry
First team Ail-Conference
1999 & 2000
First team All-Region
2000

Women's Soccer
"9 had a great time playing
with the team. it was a great
experience friendship-wise
and playing-wise,"

.Loggers vie for Northwest Conference title
> BY BROOK IRVING
And then there were two.
That's how many teams are left vying for the Northwest
conference volleyball title after the Loggers won both of their
games Oct. 27 and 28, leaving the team facing the ultimate
battle when they host Whitworth Sat., Nov. 3.
The Loggers remain one game ahead of the Pirates after
their weekend sweep, making the Nov. 3 game critical for the
13-1 UPS women's volleyball team.
"We're looking at a classic showdown this weekend," head
poach Mark Massey said. "We match up really well with
Whitworth. The key for us is going to be controlling their
main players."
The Loggers have a good idea of what to expect when
Whitworth hits the court. They've met the team twice already
this season, falling to the Pirates at the Whitworth Tournament in September
before bouncing
back for an NWC
win when they
Fri. Nov. 16th @ 8:00pm
traveled to Spokane last month.
Temple Theatre
"We're feeling
47 St. Helens Ave.
very well-preTacoma
pared right now,"
Advance Tickets
Massey said of
available at all
the team's attiTicketmaster
tude heading into
outlets $15/10
pwf wrestling.net
this weekend's
action.

PRO WRESTLING

-

"Earlier this season we were number three to number
and they are consistent, that's saying a lot," Massey said.
five in the conference in some of our skills. Now we're
The younger girls have spoken loud and clear this year,
number one or two in those areas."
with outstanding performances by swing hitter Tera Anderson
The team's improvements have been critical in recent weeks
and the strong backup of middle Sarah Bliss.
as the Loggers have climbed the
Bliss' showing off the bench is just one
NCAA poll. They hope to make
example of the skills of non-starters that
WSW.
a strong showing at the national
have helped the Loggers to achieve their
level after a 2000 season that
current dominance.
left the team on top of the world.
"It's really nice to have that kind of
"I think that there was some
depth," Massey said.
pressure at the beginning of the
Tomorrow's game will be an ultimate
season," Massey said.
test of the Loggers' depth. .
Pressure isn't surprising,
"We really need everyone on the
thanks to the phenomenal seateam to play well," Massey said. "I
son the Loggers experienced
thought our back row did a really nice
last year, a season that included
job last weekend."
an undefeated conference
Massey hopes for more of the same as
record and a fourth place finish
the team wraps up conference play this
-Mark Massey
at the national tournament.
weekend.
Head Volleyball Coach
"How do you follow up on
Fortunately, the team seems to be hitthat the next year?" Massey
ting their stride as conference play winds
said "It's almost like there is
down and the post-season looms on the
nowhere to go but down."
horizon.
The Loggers have seem"I think they've settled into their poingly avoided that pitfall this season, as the team, despite some
sition of being a top-twenty team," Massey said.
early season struggles, has managed to remain a top-twenty
The Loggers' next step en route to the national tournament
national contender and an NWC leader.
will be securing the NWC title — a task that will be on the
Much of the Loggers' success can be attributed to the menminds of team members tomorrow evening. When the team
tal attitude of the older players and the stability of some of the
meets Whitworth tomorrow, it will come down to the basics,
younger team members.
according to Massey.
"At the level we play, if you can have freshmen on the court
"It's just a matter of who can control the game."

Van
We're looking at a
classic showdown
this weekend.
...We're feeling very
well-prepared right
now.
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Senior's 'Haiku Thesis' hailed as breakthrough'
By Paul Danielson
Big Pimp
In what is being hailed as an academic breakthrough of magnificent importance, Senior John
Moore presented his Senior Thesis on "Rap's
Struggle for Legitimacy" in Haiku form this last
Thursday evening.
"This man has challenged that which has previously gone unchallenged in the realm of academics," Harvard scholar Stephen Jay Gould
commented on Saturday. "Perhaps the most profound 17 words ever to be put on a page, it easily
rivals some of the top theses in recent history, such
as Mark Chamberlain's groundbreaking "The
Kung! Bushmen's Use of Mosquitoes in Cold
Remedy Teas," and Amy Sumner's "Antebellum
Bustle Fashions: A Muted Cry for Suffrage," in
its sheer depth and scope, despite being only three
lines long. No longer will students be stifled by
the rigid requirements of higher academic writing. This blows the doors wide open as to what
is possible."
Moore's presentation is groundbreaking enough
in and of itself, though scholars are also hailing

his innovative and unique insight into the obscure and underappreciated artform known as
"rap" music. Though rap makes little headway
in the top-40 music charts and Billboard sales
figures and though almost none of its purveyors
receive more than local recognition, Moore has
proven how much more important rap is than any
other music being produced today.
"When he turned in 10 lines of magnificent
verse instead of the 1,000 word rough draft that
was due earlier in the semester, I was curious,
but skeptical, especially when I saw his choice
of a topic," reported Moore's advisor Steve
Fenway. "I mean, nobody has ever heard of "The
Roots" or "NWA" before. And never in my wildest dreams did I imagine he could compress everything into a 17-word Haiku. But John's done
it. Boy, has he done it."
Obviously a product of many long hours of toil
and research, Moore's thesis will influence higher
academics for years to come. A work of this
magnitude could not have been produced in 10
minutes, or even 10 days. Some of the greatest
thinkers of our time could only hope to approach
something of this caliber, and it will certainly be

m getting
wasted for Jesus
editorial

Young fans greet Moore after his five-minute
thesis presentation on Thursday.
quite a while before something this special comes
along again.
"I can't believe we didn't think of this before
said Gould. "We, who were so set in our ways
that we were blind to the creative potential of our
students. How many other John Moores have
gone unnoticed because of our rigid academic
requirements? May the gods of academia forgive0
us for our transgressions."
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By Randy Chaliners
Sheep

WHADYWEAVW

You know, Jesus has enough people running around, spreading the gospel, praying,
doing good and all that crap in his name,
and I figure he must be getting pretty bored
with all that s*** by now. So I figure this
weekend, I'll help ol' J.C. out a little bit.
You know, spice .up his eternal life with
something different than your everyday
Christian activities. This weekend, I'm getting wasted for Jesus.
I've already got a half-rack of the Beast Ice lined up (which I
know ain't the best brew in town, but Jesus himself preached
about poverty or something, and Lord knows I'm one poor ass
Christer at the moment), which should get me pretty s***ty, but
that's not even the best part. The other day I scored a cool eighth
from Trevor, and he promised me it was some primo s***. I
haven't decided yet whether or not I'm gonna take a couple of
fat bong rips for Him, or just sit back and toke on a joint. But
one thing's ;or sure: with J.C.'s blessing, this is going to be some
truly kind herb.
Who knows what else is in store? I'll be at that party on 8th
and Proctor, and I heard this chick Angelica is going to be there,
and I know she's been givin' me those "sex me" eyes lately.
She's a cutie, and I'd definitely be down for getting' laid this
weekend. I'm still going to use protection though, 'cause even
though we're supposed to propagate the earth and all that s***, I
ain't been blessed with a good enough job yet to support a little
shorty, know what I'm sayin'?
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VE A GOOD I AY MR, COONEY.
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